Selecting the right fluorophores and flow cytometer for fluorescence resonance energy transfer measurements.
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer applied in flow cytometry (FCET) is an excellent tool for determining supramolecular organization of biomolecules at the cell surface or inside the cell. Availability of new fluorophores and cytometers requires the establishment of fluorophore dye pairs most suitable for FCET measurements. A gastric tumor cell line (N87) was labeled for major histocompatibility complex class I heavy chain and beta2-microglobulin with antibodies conjugated with fluorescein- and indocarbocyanine-like fluorophores and analyzed in FCET measurements on a cell-by-cell basis using three flow cytometers: FACSCalibur, FACSDiVa, and FACSArray. Normalized fluorescence intensity values were measured and normalized energy transfer efficiencies, spectral overlap integrals, and crucial dye- and instrument-dependent parameters were calculated for all matching pairs of seven fluorophores on the three commercial cytometers. The most crucial parameter in determining the applicability of the donor-acceptor pairs was the normalized fluorescence intensity and the least important one was the spectral overlap. On the basis of available laser lines, the optimal dye pair for all three cytometers is the Alexa546-Alexa647 pair, which produces high energy transfer efficiency values and has the best spectral characteristics with regard to laser excitation, detection of emission, and spectral overlap.